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Committee News 

THE NEWSLETTER HAS A NAME! 
Thanks to the power of Facebook, a survey of BOGA DAP members 
was conducted to choose a name for the new committee newsletter. 
“The DAPPER Designer” was the unanimous pick! Kudos to Tim (and 
Ben!) for the suggestion! Also, check out the new DAPPER Designer 
Dude, pictured to the left. Stunning artwork by BOGA DAP’s very own 
Alan Gerding. 
 

MEETING HIGHLIGHTS 
Recent BOGA DAP meetings have brought new members to the 
gaming table, as well as some new games. A warm welcome to Chad 
and Matthew! Check the list of upcoming events for dates of our next 
meetings at Underhill’s. Come on out and join the fun! 

 

 

Past Events  
BOGA DAP members have been busy this summer!   

 
ORIGINS GAME FAIR  
Origins Game Fair was held in June at the Greater Columbus Convention Center.  This year, 11,502 
people attended the show, an increase of 7.8% from last year. The exhibit hall, with over 350 booths from 
200 companies, was sold out for the second year in a row.  BOGA DAP members pitched game ideas to 
both Indie Cards and Games and Out of the Box Games. Neither game was accepted.    
   

PROTOSPIEL  
Protospiel was held in Ann Arbor, Michigan, in July. Approximately 60 game designers were in 
attendance, plus representatives from several publishing companies. These representatives often select 
games presented by game designers at Protospiel to be published.  In essence, Protospiel is talent 
scouting for publishers, and a great opportunity for feedback for designers.  Alan Gerding said, "it was a 
like a weekend long DAP meeting." 

 

GENCON  
Gen Con is one of the largest and most prominent annual gaming conventions in North America with 
36,733 unique attendees in 2011. Gencon is a great place for a designer to hang out.  Almost everyone in 

At left: DAPPER Designer Dude, Illustration by Alan Gerding 
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the game industry attends.  This is a fantastic place to meet publishers, game developers and fellow game 
designers. Everyone is talking about games and game design.  
 
There were 6 members of the BOGA DAP committee who attended Gencon.  All of the members were 
supporting publishers, including Moustache Games, Indie Boards and Cards, Mayfair Games, and 
Fantasy Flight Games by demoing products to convention attendees. Demoing games for bigger game 
companies is great networking but it also gives a designer practice for demoing multiple times which 
they need to do with their own game. 
 
DAP members had meetings with AEG, Playroom Games, Wizkids and Elfinwerks at Gencon.  These 
publishers have shown interest in using BOGA DAP as playtesters on future games. Members also met 
with Tom Vasal with the Dice Tower.  DAP will be supporting Tom in his future endeavor with a playtest 
/ game broker company. 
 
Michael Mirth noted that Gencon was “a whirlwind cacophony of games and parties and good friends … 
and it was all over too quickly. We were sleep-deprived but not laughter deprived.”  

 
 

Upcoming Events 
Mark your calendar for these upcoming events! 
 
CON ON THE COB – October 13-16, Hudson, OH 
Con on the Cob, a local “celebration of games, art, freaks and fun,” will be held over a four-day period in 
October. Check out their web site (or find them on Facebook) for registration information and more 
details about the convention. 

 
BOGA DaP MEETINGS –September 16, October 21, November 18 Cuyahoga 
Falls, OH 
Meetings are held the third Friday of each month at Underhill’s Games. Contact Philip Migas for more 
details or email info@bogadap.com. Mark you calendar now! 
 

 

Feature Articles  
THE TERRIBLE TENSION OF DUELING DESIRES by Tim Jesurun 
(PART 2 of 2) 

In the last article, I explained that competing desires are when you need to make a decision in a game and 
want to do two or more things, but can only do one of them. This makes for interesting decisions. Perhaps 
as you read this it seems obvious and necessary that games have this tension. It is possible though to 
design games (good and bad) without this kind of tension.  
 
A bad game without this kind of tension will have a correct order of actions. For example, I am working 
on a civilization building game. I set out three dummy players with the starting buildings and resources. I 
realized though that they would all want to make the same first move. And the same second move. And 
the same third move. I needed to redesign that game exactly because there were no competing desires in 
the decision-making.                                                                                                              (Continued on page 3) 
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INTERVIEW: MARK ANTICOLE by Alan Gerding 
Mark Anticole is the prototypical indie game designer. He has a life largely outside of the gaming 
world, yet has worked with his brothers to pioneer their publishing company, Eye-Level Entertainment. 
After helping to create such games as E.T.I. (Estimated Time to Invasion), Nature of the Beast, and Flat 
Acting, Anticole has been hard at work on an expansion for Nature of the Beast, and is also regularly 
updating his webcomic Cowboy Jedi.  The following are Anticole’s responses to interview questions by 
BOGA DaP. 
 
Talk about the development of Eye-Level Entertainment and the defining moment when 
you decided to publish on your own.  
Our small press game company has been a long time in the works. As a triplet, I probably played more 
games than most kids because there was always willing participants. In college, we started playing a 
handful of collectable card games. While we liked aspects of most of them, we kept saying, “Man, this 
game would be a lot better if...” Our ideas stewed for a couple years and finally I sat down and designed 
some very simple cards that would eventually become Nature of the Beast (NOtB). These experiences 
eventually led to our ‘defining moment’. We made a very conscious decision to stop talking about 
publishing a game and start trying to publish a game. And the rest is history.   
 
Talk about the reasons to independently publish rather than sell to publishers.  
The biggest advantage is total control, but that can be a real double-edged sword. All of the potential 
reward is yours, but so is 100% of the risk. What is good for your ego might not be good for your game. 
You’ll need a lot of skill sets to get your game off the ground and into the hands of interested players. 
We’ve been remarkably lucky in our self-publishing adventures and with each experience we get a little 
closer to a wildly successful game. 
 
What do you think makes the games at Eye-Level different or better than the other games 
out there?  
I’d like to think our games are thematically intriguing with interesting game mechanics. If we do our job 
right, the mechanics help the players create their own  (Interview continued on page 3) 

 
 
The Terrible Tension of Dueling Desires  
(continued from page 2) 

 

While there may be a choice, all the players desire the same one thing which they can have. On the other 
hand, not all games need this competing desires mechanic to work. Chess is the first game that comes to 

my mind. There nearly always is a best play. The reason I 
take so long deciding where to play has to do with my lack 
of skill in figuring out what the best play is, not because I'm 
torn between competing desires. Perhaps you can think of 
other games where the challenge is less about navigating 
competing desires and more about other skills or 
challenges. 
 
There are many ways to achieve this tension of competing 

desires. One is through multiple paths to victory. Used well, players would often have to choose between 
aiding one path to victory or a different path. For examples in 7 Wonders, a player may need to choose 
between building a science card and a military card.   
 

Ways to create tension: 

• Multiple paths to victory 

• Limiting available resources 

• Limiting capacity 
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Another way to create this tension is by limiting the available resources. Players are not able to build 
some of everything if the necessary resources are not available. For example, in Settlers of Catan, you may 
have a sheep, a wheat and an ore and you need to decide whether to wait a turn and gain what you need 
for a settlement or buy a development card now. Whichever you choose makes it harder to gain the other.   
 
Competing desires can also be created through limiting capacity. Hand management games are a good 
example of this. For every card you want to add to your hand, some other card must be discarded. 
 
One way you do not want to create this tension is by creating a situation where players want to do one 
thing but can't because of luck or unchanging situations. I play tested a game recently where one player 
knew that it was important to get to the upgrade location as soon as possible, but he never drew the 
movement cards he needed. It was frustrating for him. This is not the kind of tension I am advocating. 
 
In summary, game designers should be intentional when creating competing desires around player 
decisions. If there is a “right thing” to do on every turn, then your game will be much less fun. Instead, try 
to find ways to make players desire multiple things while allowing them to only do one. This will create a 
deep desire to play the game again and try a different approach, while making every decision meaningful, 
fun and “interesting.” 

 

 

INTERVIEW: MARK ANTICOLE by Alan Gerding 
(Continued from page 2) 

 
memorable stories within the framework of the game world. We like to think our games keep you 
involved until the very end and that you’ll enjoy your time; win or lose. We really want to make sure time 
spent with our games is well spent. We try to make sure you get a lot of game for your buck. There are 
benefits unique to playing games from a small press company. Owning a copy of a game that might only 
have a print run of 1,000 copies has appeal to a lot 
of gamers.  
 
You are one of three triplets. How is each of 
your roles different in this company?  
Matt ships out direct sales, coordinates with 
distributors and printers, pays the taxes, etc. He is 
also an idea guy and an excellent writer. Not a bad 
artist either... little known fact: probably a dozen or 
so of the NOtB cards were drawn by him. Tony has 
settled into the role of business consultant, throwing down best practices and long term goals. Plus, he 
was born to run a convention booth. I’m in charge of everything you see: the website 
(www.eyelevelentertainment.com) or any of the design elements for the games themselves. Artwork, 
rulebook layouts, box designs; you can blame all that stuff on me. Like Matt, I spend a lot of time thinking 
about games and mechanics too. 
 
What was the biggest mistake you made in your publishing adventure? What was the best 
thing you did?  
Speaking only for myself, the biggest mistakes I’ve made always seemed to involve my ego. I would get 
attached to certain mechanics or ideas and would stick with them, when, in hindsight, they really 
should’ve been tweaked or altogether abandoned. I’m getting much better at keeping that ego on a leash. 
The best thing we did was to see that first game all the way through to completion. There were a lot of 
very reasonable excuses for giving up. We just had to remember that creating something new requires an 
unreasonable attitude most of the time. 
 

“We really want to make sure time spent with 

our games is well spent. We try to make sure 

you get a lot of game for your buck.”                                            

~ Mark Anticole 
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QUOTABLE QUOTES 
 

Overheard by a BOGA DAP member 
regarding the summer convention schedule: 

  

“We came, we saw, we con-quered.” 

 
What advice would you give for someone who wants to self-publish?  
Saying that self-publishing is a labor of love is putting it lightly. Ask yourself what you want to give up to 
do this and what do you realistically think you are going to get out of it, both financially and personally.  I 
would recommend the budding game designer to look into the “print ‘n play” niche before investing a lot 
of blood and treasure into a self-published game. There a lot of mistakes to make in game design and 
you’re probably going to make most of them. So why not do it on the cheap?  

Eye-Level Entertainment hopes to have the next expansion for Nature of the Beast “in the printing 
pipeline” by the end of summer. If you want to follow Eye-Level Entertainment, you can sign up for 
their newsletter on their website or ‘like’ them on Facebook. And if you are a fan of the Cowboy Jedi web 
comic, you can ‘like’ that too.  

 

 

Miscellaneous  
Got something for the next edition of The DAPPER Designer? 
 
The next deadline for submitting items for The DAPPER Designer is December 2. Submit items of a 
general nature (i.e. summaries of gaming 
events, your favorite resources, progress of 
your own game design), or feature articles.  
 
Feature articles should be limited to 350-500 
words, or edited into a multi-part series. The 
newsletter staff reserves the right to edit for 
grammar and layout. Send all submissions to 
Leasa@gemworkscoaching.com 
 

 

About Us 

Boardgamers Of Greater Akron Design And Prototype Committee 

 
The Boardgamers of Greater Akron Design and Prototype (BOGA DAP) Committee helps non-
digital game designers develop quality prototype board games by the sharing of design 
information and providing playtest opportunities. BOGA is a flexible, open and largely self-
organizing group committed to high quality games. To learn more, visit us on the web at 
www.bogadap.com.   
 
If you have any questions or comments, contact Philip Migas at info@bogadap.com or by phone 
at 330.940.9855. (Note: Please do not call during regular business hours. Calls are preferred at 
7:00pm EST.)  
 

Edited by Leasa Novak. Special thanks to our contributors:  
Tim Jesurun, Alan Gerding and Philip Migas. 


